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he type of lubricant and the method of
applying it to the tooth flanks of large
open gears is ve.ry important from the
point of view of lubrication technology

maintenance. When electing ilie type of
lubricant and the application method, it is impor-
tant to check whether it is possible to feed the
required lubricant quantity to the load-carrying
tooth flanks. Thi i necessary to avoid deficient
lubrication. damage to the gear and operational
malfunctions. 1'1 i important [Q determine the type
of lubricant, which may be fluid or grease-like.
The consistency of the lubricant will bavea direct
impact on the ability of the ,lubrication system W
feed adequately the lubricant to, the gear. The
interactions between the common types of lubri-
cant and the lubrication application methods for
open gear drives are shown in F.ig. I.,

Fig..~ - Commontypes of lubrication and ,application methods :ror large gear drives.

Basically; there are two types of lubrication for
open gear drives, Continuous lubrication [long leon
lubrication) and intermittent lubrication (total loss
lubrication). With both the e type of lubrication,
several application methods are possible..

Continuous Lubrication
Continuous lubrication means that the lubri-

cant is fed to the friction point (the tooth meshing
zone) without interruption. The lubricant volume
at the load-carrying tooth flank call vary
between an extremely high and a minimal
amounr. Continuous lubrication may be provided
by immersion lubrication. Iran fer lubrication
wilha padd1e wheel or circulation lubrication.

Immersien Lubrication
Generally, immersion lubrication i one of the

safest methods of applying a lubricant to an open
gear drive. To function properly the lubricant bath
must remain adequately filled and the gear guard
cover properly sealed to avoid lubricant losse .
Modern fluids, which wereespecially developed
for open gear drivesand whose consistency and
flow behavior were designed pecificaHy for this
application method. increasejhe efficiency of
immersion lubrication considerably.

It is important to know the operational limits
of the e modem fluids to. help avoid critical situ-
ations cau ed by ambient temperature extremes.
The safety of the hamer ion lubrication system is
based on the fact that either the pinion or the gear
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is in direct contact with the lubricant re ervoir
(Fig. 2). To ensure this system's reliability and

prevent deficient lubrication, it is irnpo.rt3nl to
regularly eompen ate for lubricant losses from
leakage or lubricant discharge through the gear

rim eals. Inadequate sealing between the gear
guard and the gear rim will result in dust, and, .
clinker, warer, etc. penetrating into the immersion
bath. The e contaminants wil] eventually reach

the intcnne hing gear tooth zone and re lilt in
increased abrasive wear of the ,tooth flanks. The

immersion balhshould be replaced at regular
intervals to prevent damage [0 the tooth flanks

cau ed by contamination.
The lubricant used in, the immersion system

should meet the :~o.l1owing requirements 10 ensure Fig•.3 - TnmsfeJ' '(plldd1e.whecl) lubrlcalJoll,. double-pinio!! kit!! ,drh,e by !FLS.
a r liable and afe operation of the gear drives for
a Ieng period of Lime. It should

• be olvent-free.
• have good ba k flow behavior. channeling

should not occur at ambient 'temperatures.

• have suitable viscosity/temperall.ue behavior
o thai the bath must be neither heated nor

cooled .
• have low evaporation 10 ses,

• have easy replacement and disposal.

• have load-carrying capacity and antiwear
behavior conf!rmable on the FZG gear testing rig.

Tran~fer Lubri.caUon
Inlhi type of lubrication. also called paddle

wheel lubrication, paddle wheels plunge into the
lubricant reservoir and then transfer tile lubricant
to the driving pinions. This method has the advan-

tage '!hat smaller amounts of lubricant are' traas-
ferred 10 the tooth Ilanks and a smaller BrI101l1ll of
excess lubricant i. in circulation at (he drive. Fig.
3 shows an example of paddle wheel lubrication of
a rotary kiln with .8 double-pinion drive. The pad-
dle wheels arc located directly below the pinions
and are driven by them. Paddle wheel. lubrication

tis only suitable for spur-toothed gear drives and is
mainly found on lowly operating kiln drives.

'Circulation Lubrication
In drew Lion lubrication, the lubricam is 'trans-

ferred by mean of externally driven pump . The
main advantage, compared (0 unmersion lubri-
calion. i the fa 1 that the lubricant i filteredand
then. pplied in an exee amount to the tooih flanks
almost without. contaminants. Circulation lubrica-
tion will be successful only if the gear guard is
sealed properly and. the penetration. of contami-

nant from tile environrnera into the lubricant
reservoir is prevented as milch as pes ible. Mo I

circulau n lubrication systems used today are

de igned for the application of gear oils. Some sys-
tems are al 0 uilable for applying high-viscosity

I - Lubricant Reservoir
2 - Shut-off Valve
3 - l.ubricaII! F«d Pump
4 - Pressure Relief Valve'
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;5 - Shut-off Valve
6 - Lubricant Biter
7 - Check Valve
8 - Lubricant Distribution Pipe

Fill . .4 - Clrculutien lubrlcnlion system fo.r deuble-plnlon driv s (s.cbc!:!lIIti "lew).

open gear fluids used in running-in lubrication, as

well as operational lubrication. The typical circula-
tion lubrication y tern i unable for lubricating
drives on kilnsand mill . and can al I) be retrofit-

ted to exi ting in tallation . For large open gear
drive , irs main advantage is that the lubricant tis

continuously cleaned by filters and thai. it is
applied to (he tooth, flank . urfaces very efficient-
Iy through special Illbricant di tribution pipes,
Fig. 4 is a chematie of a circulation lubrication
system for a double-pinion drive.

A schematic of 11 ciri;ulation lubrication sys-
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mean of a transfer pump (5), the lubricant is fed artietrs Oll/llbrirolim!

by gravity flow to the lubricant pump (2.1) via a subjects.
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tern with various accessories is identified in Fig.
5. From the lubricant reservoir (1.1), which i.
fiUed directly from the gear guard (4). or by



1.8

U - Lubricant Re iervoir
1.2 - Level Control
1.3 - Agitator
1.4 - Remote Indication Thermometer
1.5 - Dipstick
1.6 - Shut-off Valve
I.7 - Electric Heating
1.8 - Heat Exchanger (Cooling)
1.'9 - Remote [ndicBtion Thermometer
2.1 - Lubricant Pump
2.2 - Remote Indication Manometer
2.3 - Pressure Control Valve, 16, bar
2.4 - Pre UTe Control Valve, 12 bar

2..5 - Shut-off Valve Wilh Electrical
Position, Indicator

2.6 - Lubricant filter With Motor-
driven Lamella Cleaning Unit

2.7 - Flow Control Unit
2.8 - Check Valve
3.1 - Lubricant Distributor
3.2 - Flexible Line
3.3 - Flow COlllJ1OiUnit
3.4 - Lubricant Distribution Pipe

<I - Gear :Rim Cover
5 - 'fran fer Pump Wim Electric Motor I

B 11B2 - Bypass Line

8 - Lubricant Distribution Pipe
S - Lubricant Intake

~J
I
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fig. 6, - Lubricant applicati.onlhrough spedaUy d, - gned lub.ri:cant disl:ributiion
pipes.
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pipe system. Depending 011 the position of the
valves (2.5). ,it is transferred 10 one of the two fil-
terunits (2.6). which are equipped with a motor-
driven cleaning mechanism. Since only one filter
is operating at a time, the other can. be maintained
and cleaned without mrerrupung jhe flow of
lubricant to the gears. Switching from one filter
unit to the other can be accompli hed manually or
automatically. The recommended filter sire is
between 80 and 100 micron .

Aiterpassing the filter unit, the lubricantis fed
through a distributor (3.1) to the distribution pipes
0.4). A check valve (2.8) prevents the lubricant
from :Ilowing backwards. Iflhe:re i not enough
flow through the operating filter unit (2.6). the pres-
sure relief valve (2.4) will open. The lubricant is
!hen supplied to the distnbinion pipes v:ialhe
bypass line (B]). A flow control unit. (2.7) installed
in the bypass line will trigger an alarm, which will
warn the operator to change the flow to the other
filter line. The lubricant flow is then directed
Ihl'ough the econd filler unil, and the pre sure
relief valve (2.4) will close a 0011 as the pressure
is reduced. The monitoring of system alarms is very
important in order to prevent prolonged application
of unfiltered lubricant 10 the tooth flanks, It is also
po sible to have an automatic system [Q control the
flow direction into each tiller unit based on pressure
drop inthe filter lines.

Flow control monitoring is also located before
the distribution pipes to. ensure that there is lubri-
cant flow to the gear teeth. Fig. 6 show. the loca-
tion of the lubricant distribution pipe.

If required, the lubricant re ervoir (1.1) can be
equipped with a healing system (1.7) and agitator
(1.3). U cooling of the lubricant is necessary. a
beat exchanger (l.8) can be installed in the lubri-
cant line in front of the distribution lines (3.4). If
the space available directly below the gear guard
i restricted and it is not possible to install a lubri-
cant reservoir there fora gravity flow, then a
tran fer pump (5) can be u ed.

I:nt.enniUent .Lubrication
Intermittent l'uloricalion means that the lubri-

cant is applied at intervals. Tins type of lubrica-
tion is always total. loss lubrication; therefore cost
effectiveness has to be taken into account. Ju t as
in the case of continuou lubrication; there are
various metbed of" application of intermittent
lubrication. For modem and safelubricatioll of
large girth gear drives, however, only two meth-
ods of application are u ed; Manual lubrication
by spray gun and automatic pray lubrication.

ManuaE Lubrication by .pray GUD

Currently, the most effective type of manual
lubrication for large gear drives is by mean of



pressurized manual spray guns, They are best
suited for operational lubricants in cases where
stationary automatic lubrication systems cannot
be installed and where lubrication is required
during operation. A typical manual spray lubrica-
tion system is depicted in Fig. 7. This portable
equipment consists of a pressurized lubricant
container with valves, a heavy-duty spray gun
and connecting hoses for the lubricant and pres-
surized air. This system is easy to handle and
only needs to be connected to the plant air system
before it call be put into operation. With the spray
gun, which can be adjusted to a round or flat jet,
different types of lubricants can be applied:

• Operational lubrication with very thin lubri-
cating film and economical consumption.

• Priming of open gear drives to check the
contract and load-carrying pattern,

• Lubricant application for repair correction or
forced run-in lubrication.

Automatic Spray Lubrication
Manual lubrication by means of a spray gun as

described in the previous section has its limits in
running-in and operational lubrication, especially
when large drives have to be lubricated adequate-
ly and reliably. Automatic spray lubrication is
especially suitable for gear drives that, due to
their design and inefficient sealing of the gear
guard, are not suitable for other types of lubricant
application. and where heat dissipation by the
lubricant is not necessarily required. Various
manufacturers offer automatic spray lubrication
systems of different designs, all of which are
state of the art and are capable of handling oper-
ationallubricants with a high solid lubricant con-
tent, as well as special running-in lubricants.
Ideally, the amount of lubricant sprayed onto the
tooth flank maintains a minimum thickness of
lubricant film. This thickness is constantly dimin-
ished by the motion of the two flanks against
each other. If the necessary film thickness is
maintained, it will prevent scuffing caused by
insufficient lubrication, However, this is hardly
feasible for technical reasons,

It is quite obvious that during operational
lubrication it is not possible to continuously
.apply a lubricant film of optimum thickness to
the tooth flanks. A good compromise is found in
interval. lubrication, consisting of periods of
excess lubrication. For operational reliability,
the most decisive factor is the duration of the
individual spraying pulse. It is best when the
entire circumference of the pinion. or the girth
gear is sprayed and covered with lubricant in one
pulse. The lubricant amounts must ensure a film
thick enough to reliably last through the ensuing Fig, 8- Spray lubrication systems.

I - Deposit 10 I. Max. Operating Pressure 3 bar
2 - Removable Cover
3 - Pressure Relief Valve (Depressurization)
4 - Shut-off Valve, Connection to Pressurized Air System
5 - Carrying Handle
6 - Adjustable Pressure Reducing Valve to Set the Lubricant Pumping Pressure
7 - Connection for Tube Nozzle
g - Lubricant Tube
9 - Compressed-Air Tube

10 - Spray Gun. Fan or Circular Jet.
[I - Adjustment Screw to Control the Lubricant Throughput
12 - Adjustment Screw to Control the Compressed Air Throughput

(Fan or Circular Jet)
12 - Spray Head. Vertical or Horizontal Adjustment of the Fan Jet.

Fig..7- Manual spr.ayingequipment.

De limon. F1ul'lme Spray Lubrication System

1 - Pressurized Air Unit
2 - Electrical. Switching Unit
3 - Pneumatic Barrel Pump
4 - Valve Unit 2
5 - Spray Lubrication Unit

5
---+-----

Lincoln-Hellos Spray Lubrication System

I - Switching Cabinet
2 - Multi-line Piston Pump
3 - Nozzle Plate
4 - Pressurized Air Unit

Woerner Spray Lubrication System.

1 - Nozzle Plate
2 - Switching Cabinet
3 - Air Treatment Unit
4 - Pressure Unit
5 - BarrelPump 1'-- __ --,o··:T··: i

3

4
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Arr ngement Examples:

Single-Pinion Drives.
Generally recommended positions:
la, lb. [c.
Position 3 only suitable with correspon-
ing spraying equipment and a sufficient
peripheral speed of the gem: rim.

Double-Pinlon Drives:
Generally recommended
po itions: Ia, lb. [c. and 2a.
2b.2c

Po ition 1 in combination
with Position 3 is only suit-
able with spraying equip-
ment of sufficient capacity.

Position 23

Po ition2b Position Ib x

x

Fig. 9 - Nozzle plate arrangement.

Fig.. 11 - Spray patterns on gear tootb
Fig. 10 - Preferable orientation of a flank surface, depending on the number
spra:y nozzle. ofno.zzles and. the spray geometry.
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pause cycle. More frequent spray cycles with tile
shortest possible pauses result in the maximum
operational reliability in spray lubrication.

Fig. 8 shows schematic diagrams of spray
lubrication systems from different manufacturers
that are used today for spraying lubricants on
large girth gear drives. These systems differ in
their design and components as follows:

• Lubrication pumps, e.g. electromechanical
multi-line piston pumps (container pumps) with
manual filling and automatic filling by means of
pneumatic barrel pumps, or direct pumping by
means of pneumatically or electromechanically
driven drum pumps .

• Single or dual-line system design.
• Lubricant feeding to the spray nozzles either

direct from the lubricant pump or via an interme-
diate progressive distributor,

'.Auto-control spray nozzles (controlled by the
lubricant and/or air) or externally controlled noz-
zle with or without monitoring units.

Fig. 9 shows the optimum arrangement of noz-
zle plates found by practical experience. Po itions
] and 2 are generally preferred. Spraying of the
girth gear in po hion 3 should only be considered
if i.1 can be ensured that the entire circumference
of the gear is covered with lubricant during one
spray pulse. This applies especially to slow run-
ning kiln gears .. Depending on the design of the
gear guard, the nozzle plates should be arranged at
the angles and positions indicated in Fig. 9. The
spray nozzles should not be installed in a vertical
upward direction, since they could become
clogged by used lubricant, This would re ult in
insufficient spray patterns and eventualjy in a
complete failure of the lubricant supply ystem,
When determining the position of the nozzles,
especially when the girth gear is to be sprayed, the
safety of the maintenance personnel when work-
ing on the system must beconsidered.

ln Fig. ]0, the orientation of the spray nozzle
is indicated. A spraying angle of 30° is be t to
achieve a good distribution of the lubricant on the
load-carrying tooth flanks. The nozzle distance
should be between 150 and 250 mm. The exact
distance depends on the position and the type of
nozzle. Each type of nozzle requires a specific
nozzle distance. which depends on the air pre •
ure a determined by the manufaerurer and

which ensures the entire width of the tooth flank
is covered with lubricant. This distance also must
take into account the number of nozzles and tile
type or lubricant. Operational safety is reduced if
the nozzles are oat oriented properly.

An important factor of operational reliabili-
ty is a perfect spray pattern without any gaps.



The lubricant musr be di tributedevenly over the
entire height and width of the tooth flanks (Fig.
11). Even if the spray nozzle are automatically
controlled, periodic checking of the pray pattern
is an essential pan of maintenance. Due to their
design older spray systems havethe di adv n-
tage thai the pray pattern ,in :high-speed drives,
such as mills, can OIl]Y be checked when the
drive i topped. Thi- di advantage can be
removed by newly developed nozzle plate 'that
make it possi.hle to check Lhe spray pattern while
a drive is in operation.

Fig. [2 bows variou nozzle plate de igns.
This is of special advantage 011 kiln drive ,
which cannot be stopped at random. In addition,
this type ofchecking en ures maximum protec-
tion again t aceident becau e it j not nece ary
to remove 'the gear guard.

Depending on the system design, the lubricant
can be delivered from a.container to a lubricating
sy tern by different means:

• Spray lubrication ystems with container
pump .( .ig. 13).

• Spray labrieation systems with drum pump
(Fi.g. 14).

The lubricant containers In the first system are
filled manually or by means of a transfer pump
oul of the original package, The transfer pump is
preferred because il prevents contarnination of
the lubricant In lite second syslem, the lubricant
i fed directly '10 the spray system with the
required operating pressure by mean of a. drum
pump that i put intome rigimlil lubricant drum.
Feed pump may be driven electromechanically
or pneumatically

Summary
The goal of the lubrication system for large gear

drives is to provide the optimum amount of lubri-
cant al all time 10 the gearing s1' tern. This win
prevent premature wear and expensive gear
replacement. AU of the y~tems discussed can pro-
vide thi goal. as long as they are maintained and
operated properly. The cost effectiveness of each
sy tern must be analyzed by th individual user. 0
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Fig. l2 - Noz:de phlte systems.

1- Conrainer Pump
2 - Pres urized Air Lilie
3 - Lubricant Line
4 - Nozzle Plate

Fig. 13 - Spray rubrk~.lIon .system witheontalner pump
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5I - Barrel Pump
2 - Lubricant Line
3 - Electric Cable
4 - Pressurized Air Line
5 - Nozzle Plate

Fig. W4- Spray lubric!ltion syst~m with barrelpump,
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